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Discoveries of MBB Trends
—2015 Eight Major Findings from the Perspectives of 

User Experience, Terminals, and Mobile Services



This is an age for rapid development of mobile broadband (MBB). Subscribers nowadays are quite 
used to access all sorts of information on their mobile phones. MBB has never been so close to 
people. 

After summarizing the 2015 mobile service experience, mobile terminal development trend, and future 
mobile services, Huawei has the following eight key findings. 

• Mobile service experience: It is expected that 70% of mobile data comes from video traffic 
in 2020. Subscribers will get more used to watching videos on their mobile phones anytime 
anywhere. Meanwhile, the Voice over LTE (VoLTE) service will bring new audio-visual experience 
to 4G subscribers. 

• Terminals: In 2015, more than 70% of mobile phones are equipped with a display supporting 
the entry-level retina PPI (in normal cases). With the increased battery capacity, the battery life 
of mobile phones is not prolonged accordingly. Battery life extension can be achieved through 
optimization of mobile applications. 

• Future services: To support retina-level virtual reality (VR) anytime anywhere, the data rate must 
reach the Gbps level. With development of Internet of Things (IoT), more things will consume 
data traffic automatically to meet the specific scenario requirement of people.

Overview
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According to the analysis on global data traffic of mobile applications, traffic from MBB developed 

countries, such as Japan and Korea, accounts for more than 50% of total traffic. In emerging markets, 

mobile video traffic proportion increases rapidly. It can be inferred that using MBB services to watch 

mobile videos anytime anywhere has been the mainstream. We also find that the 4G network stimulates the 

mobile HD video consumption comparing the legacy 3G network.

The following are the results of a survey on the behavior of global mobile video consumers. 

Key Finding
Mobile Video Everywhere

5 times and above per day 5.2%

4-5 times per day 7.1%

2-3 times per day 31.4%

Once per day 20.0%

4-5 times per week 11.1%

2-3 times per week 15.2%

Once per week 3.0%

Once per month 0.5%

Uncertain times 6.3%

HD video (720P+) : comparsion between 3G and 4G network 

16%HD Video Play Ratio 
@ 4G

56%HD Video tratfic 
Ratio @ 4G

2%HD Video Play Ratio 
@ 3G

6%HD Video tratfic 
Ratio @ 3G

Source: Data collecting from certain typical mobile networks globally,Huawei WINS MI

Frequency of using mobile video App.(2015Q2)
Source: Huawei mLAB
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From the survey results, we can see that 51.4% of consumers watch mobile videos once to three times 

a day. In addition, the duration for consumers to watch videos each time lasts shorter than 5 minutes 

in most cases (75%). Short video watching is the most popular. Social Apps, such as Facebook and 

WeChat, are the major source of short videos. It can be concluded that online social networking has 

cultivated the habit of consumers to watch mobile videos. 

The average traffic usage per month is 500 MB globally. However, the value in some MBB developed 

country even exceeds 4 GB monthly. Therefore, to some extent the need for people mobile video 

watching is being suppressed. One of major reason is the high data tariff. 

In the MBB developed countries, the cost on each bit is relatively low. Mobile operators in these 

countries often offer creative business models for video services, which lowers the costs of consumers. 

The models include Specific video App. traffic packages and embedded advertisements. Video service 

innovation not only expands revenue sources for telecom operators, but also encourages consumers to 

watch videos anytime anywhere without worrying about costing too much. 

2020

Video Traffic  
Proportion :

5G/month2015
500M/month

Video 
Traffic Proportion

~40%

70%

Huawei has conducted a model analysis on video 
consumption requirements. 

In this model, it is assumed that a consumer watches 
videos three times a day and for 5 minutes each time 
during 22 work days within a month. 

If the video quality is 1080p (code rate being about 3 
Mbps using DASH coding), 7.3 GB (=3*3*5*60*22/8/1024) 
of traffic will be consumed each month. 

If the video quality is 2K, 14.5 GB of traffic will be 
consumed each month. 

Duration distribution for each video watching on different devices(2015Q2)
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With the rapid development of mobile Internet technologies, watching video programs on mobile 

terminals has become a widely accepted form of entertainment.

To measure the experience of watching online video programs, Huawei works with Peking 

University School of New Media in joint research that covers more than 3000 consumers from over 30 cities 

around the world. The research result demonstrates that Mobile data usage, video stalling duration, video 

initial buffering and video definition are key factors of user experience. The last three factors rely on the data 

transmission capability of the mobile network.

To quantize these factors helps evaluate how the mobile network can support online videos. Through 

cooperation with a leading human factor and ergonomics laboratory, Huawei measures the experience of video 

watching using eye trackers and physiological recording. After quantizing the three factors, Huawei further 

performs analysis and modeling and formulates a video experience evaluation standard mobile video MOS 

(vMOS). 

Video stalling duration 

Mobile data usage

Video initial buffering

Video definition

Whether free of charge

Battery life

Smooth operation

RAM occupation

 Ad. duration

Phone temperature

Updating frequency of content

Plentiful content

Cellular data traffic reminding

Whether support breakpoint continuing

Whether support offline downloading

 Easy operation 

Privacy protection

Whether support multi-task collaboration

Personalized suggestion

Whether support multi-screen interaction

UI design

Whether support sharing

                                                                                                                           35.7%

                                                                                                                    34%

                                                                                                   29%

                                                                                           26.8%

                                                                         22.0%

                                                                  20.0%

                                                  15.6%

                                       12.6%

                                    11.8%

                                    11.8%

                              9.9%

                              9.8%

                     7.3%

                    7.2%

                   6.9%

                  6.5%

         4.1%

      3.2%

     3.0%

     2.9%

  2.0%

1.7%

Key Finding
Measurable Video Experience
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Physiological & 
Eye-tracking Recording

Data Analysis & Mining

Eye-tracking 
data

Physiological 
data

vMOS is derived from mean opinion score (MOS), which is a 

widely acknowledged standard for assessing voice quality in the 

industry. vMOS is calculated based on the factors affecting video 

experience: video quality, initial buffering delay, and freezing 

duration. vMOS quantizes the video experience of consumers 

using mobile networks. SpeedVideo is Huawei-developed vMOS-

based testing App that can be downloaded and installed to test 

the vMOS. 
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Rapid call setup
Compared with fallback to the 2G or 3G network, the latency for VoLTE call setup decreases sharply 

(approximately 1s). In contrast, the call setup latency of legacy 2G voice call is around 6 seconds. 

Crystal voice
The traditional 2G and 3G voices use standards of fix-line phones whose voice frequency ranges from 300 Hz 

to 3400 Hz. However, the voice frequency a human ear can recognize ranges from 20 Hz to 20,000Hz, making 

human ears easily perceive any voice distortion. The voice frequency used by VoLTE is within the range of 50 Hz 

to 7000 Hz. With a wide voice frequency range, voices are more comfortable and genuine to ears. 

720P+ video call with high quality
VoLTE naturally support video chatting. we find that when under the same network environment. VoLTE calls 

are more clear and smooth than video calls over most video chatting Apps.

Simultaneous voice and data services
VoLTE is already put into commercial use on the entire network in Korea. A Korean telecom operator has 

launched VoLTE-based uwa services that allow mobile terminated calls without interrupting the existing data 

services. The release of uwa witnessed the both increasing of voice call duration and data traffic volume.The 

uwa service also exhilarates consumers because they can chat while enjoying uninterrupted data experience.

To some attentive eyes, 4G signals will suddenly disappear when you are making a call. This is because 4G 

voices are not well supported and smartphones have to fall back to 2G or 3G network to perform voice 

services instead. As VoLTE enjoys increased popularity, 4G signals will always accompany you whenever 

you are making a call or using data services. Huawei believes that the VoLTE will bring a brand new audio 

experience.

6s

4.8s

~1s MOS≈4

MOS≈3.5

MOS≈3

Call Setup Delay Voice Quality
*MOS: Mean Opinion Score

Key Finding
Immersive HD Voice
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The 4G network provides significantly higher throughput over the air interface, as compared with the 3G 

network. In other words, the bandwidth has significantly increased. However, the user experience in 

video watching is not improved accordingly in some cases. A research result shows that, the available 

bandwidth is negatively correlated with the end-to-end network latency. Therefore, the data rate perceived by 

users can be increased by reducing the end-to-end latency. 
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Data source: test results of LTE video services on the live networks in some Chinese cities

Data source: test results of LTE video services on the live networks in some Chinese cities

*E2E: End to End; RTT: Round-Trip time

*E2E: End to End; RTT: Round-Trip time

In addition, the end-to-end network latency is positively correlated with the initial buffer delay of video services. 

Reducing the end-to-end latency improves user experience in video watching, as shown in the following figure. 

Key Finding
Tradeoff Between Latency and Bandwidth 
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The mobile network bandwidth can be reflected by the operator's network choice of subscribers. Latency 
optimization calls for concerns of both telecom operators and service providers. Currently, there are two major 
directions for end-to-end latency optimization.

Shortening the overall path: The path can be shortened by placing contents in a position that is closer to 
subscribers. The mostly used solutions include deploying CDN nodes to a position closer to subscribers and 
deploying cache nodes. 

Transmission resource optimization: The latency of transmission links can be optimized by using fiber resources 
wherever possible to reduce the number of backhaul hop times. 

From the perspective of technology and architecture evolution, a 5G network is expected to support a 
download rate of 10 Gbps and 1-ms end-to-end latency. By then, "zero wait" will become the norm in mobile 
service experience. 

10ms

UHD

50ms

HD

100ms

SD

End to End Latency of Network
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Battery life is still the bottleneck of experience improvement for mobile phone users. There are a number 

of factors, including battery capacity, screen size, user habits, "always online" Apps (such as social Apps) 

running on the phone.

Battery capacities continue to grow steadily in recent years, so as to respond to increasing screen sizes. Based 

on the data analysis on world's top 18 smartphone vendors, 54.5% of smartphones delivered in 2014 were 

equipped with a 5-inch or larger screen. The percentage in 2015 is 76%, where most smartphones have a 5- 

or 6-inch screen. In 2014, 29.7% of new smartphones were powered by a 3000 mAh or higher battery. There 

are 36.2% of smartphones are embedded with a battery of 3000 to 4000 mAh capacity. 
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Note: 

The top 18 smartphone vendors have released 2312 terminal models by 2015 H2. Among these models, Apple accounts for 36, Samsung 433, 
Huawei 189, HTC 217, LG 206, Blackberry 78, Sony 100, Nokia 176, ZTE 171, Lenovo 124, Xiao mi 23, Meizu 13, Microsoft 24, vivo 22, OPPO 44, 
Micromax 224, Gionee 47, and Motorola 185.

Key Finding
Power You Always Online
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However, the battery capacity growth cannot meet the increasing usage duration and growth of mobile data 

traffic. From the user habit analysis during the past years, it can be seen that consumers spend most of their 

time on "always online" Apps (such as Facebook and WeChat). Therefore, it is necessary to make optimization 

for such Apps. 

The "Unified Heartbeat" mechanism, being used by certain brand phones, is effective in achieving battery 

power saving. Heartbeat messages are used to inform the peer end of the "online" status to ensure the 

link effectiveness. However, the heartbeat message sending paces of different Apps are varying. Heartbeat 

messages and pushing messages of Apps consume battery power all the time. The "Unified Heartbeat" 

mechanism reduces signaling exchange by sending unified heartbeat messages to the peer end on a scheduled 

basis. In this way, battery power saving is realized. 

"Unified Heartbeat" mechanism

Battery life extension can also be achieved through latest 4G voice service (Voice over LTE). By using a long 

discontinuous reception (DRX) cycle, the users with some certain smartphones consumes less battery power as 

compared with traditional 2G/3G voice services. 
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Resolution increasing trend of terminal

720p

1080p

2K

2K smartphone

4K smartphone

Pixels per inch (PPI) is a measurement of pixels per inch. A larger PPI indicates a higher display resolution. 

According to the PPI theory, at a best reading distance of 34 cm, the entry-level retina PPI is 257, and the 

extreme retina PPI is 642. (A person with better eyesight has a higher PPI expectation.) Analysis of data from 

top 18 smartphone vendors around the globe shows the PPI and resolution of smart terminal displays increase 

continuously. About 46.7% of smart terminals released in 2014 have a PPI of 257 or higher. This percentage 

reached 70.1% in 2015. 47 smart terminal models have a PPI of more than 500. A smartphone meeting 

extreme retina PPI requirement (650 PPIs @ 6 inches) has been disclosed. Sony Xperia Z5 Premium has a highest 

PPI of 806 and mainly applies to VR services.

Display resolution increases with improved smartphone hardware. All major smartphone manufacturers 

strive to use displays with higher resolution in their next-generation flagship products. Analysis of data 

from top 18 smartphone vendors around the globe indicates that the proportion of terminals with 

high resolution climbs notably. The percentage of terminals with 1080p or higher resolution increases from 

25% in 2014 to 36.4% in 2015. By 2015 H2, 85 models of 2K terminals have been launched, among which 51 

models are tablets and smartphones. Sony has released the first 4K smartphone Sony Xperia Z5 Premium. 

Note:

The top 18 smartphone vendors have released 2312 terminal models by 2015 H2. Among these models, Apple accounts 
for 36, Samsung 433, Huawei 189, HTC 217, LG 206, Blackberry 78, Sony 100, Nokia 176, ZTE 171, Lenovo 124, Xiao mi 
23, Meizu 13, Microsoft 24, vivo 22, OPPO 44, Micromax 224, Gionee 47, and Motorola 185.

Key Finding
Beyond Retina Limitation
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According to the formula  , a larger display size has higher resolution requirements. Huawei 

believes a 7-to-10-inch tablet meeting extreme retina PPI requirements (with resolution being higher than 4K) 

will come out soon to deliver a superlative experience of watching 2D videos with naked eyes. Regarding VR 

applications, the distance between eyes and displays is only few centimeters. and principle of image splitting 

are used for virtual imaging. When a 2K smartphone is used to watch VR videos, the effect is similar to 

watching a 360p video on this smartphone. Our pursuit of higher smartphone resolution will never cease. 

PPIs of typical smartphones

Screen Size 
(inch)

Typical 
Resolution

PPI
Entry-level 
retina PPI 

Extreme retina 
PPI

Typical Smartphone

4 640 x 1136 326 √ × iPhone 5s, 5c, 5

4.5 720 x 1280 326 √ × Galaxy S5 mini, Honor 2

4.7
720 x 1280 312 √ × Ascend P6

750 x 1334 326 √ × iPhone 6s 

4.8 720 x 1280 306 √ × Galaxy S III

5
1080 x 1920 441 √ × P7, Galaxy S4

720 x 1280 294 √ × Honor 3C, Galaxy E5

5.1
1080 x 1920 432 √ × Galaxy S5

1440 x 2560 576 √ × Galaxy S6

5.2
1080 x 1920 424 √ × P8

1440 x 2560 565 √ × Moto Maxx

5.5

720 x 1280 267 × × Galaxy Note II, Honor 4X

1080 x 1920 401 √ ×
iPhone 6s Plus, Honor 6 
Plus

1440 x 2560 534 √ ×
LG G3, Nubia Z7, One 
E9+

2160 x 3840 806 √ √ Sony Xperia Z5 Premium 

5.7
1440 x 2560 515 √ × Galaxy Note 5, Nexus 6P 

1080 x 1920 386 √ × Galaxy Note 3, Mi Note

6
1080 x 1920 368 √ × Huawei Mate 8 

1440 x 2560 490 √ × Vivo Xplay3S 

Resolution Trend of Smartphone
The terminal ratio of exceeding 

entry-level retina PPI requirement 

2014
46.7%

2015
70.1%

720p

1080p

2K

4K

6”

Extreme retina PPI: 642

Entry-level retina PPI: 257
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Consumers are usually aware of the fact that data traffic is being generated when they browsing web 

sites or watching on-line videos. However, there are also cases where data traffic consumption is 

unperceived by consumers, for example, when health data is being uploaded or photos are being 

loaded to the cloud space. It can be easily predicted that the merging between the physical world and the 

digital world will accelerate as the development of the IoT and artificial intelligence. People are becoming 

nodes on a network. In an intelligent life, each of us will have agents (things) for multiple scenarios. The agents 

will autonomously download data for masters (people) according to scenario requirements. For example, 

emails will be automatically downloaded when the mobile office mode is enabled in your car. Unperceived 

traffic will be common as our life is becoming more intelligent. 

In certain Apps, pre-loading is performed, mostly for videos, to reduce the initial waiting time and improve 

user experience. The pre-loading traffic is mostly 100 to 500 KB. As the Facebook video play test results show, 

videos are played upon tapping, with almost zero waiting time. 

In addition, Huawei has also found that the default 4G bearer of a phone is active even when the data switch 

is turned off. This is defined by stand specifications and has nothing to do with the operating system. For some 

terminals, it is possible that signaling traffic is generated during status confirmation procedures. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the 4G switch be turned off together with the data switch to prevent such data traffic from 

being generated. 

Home monitoring Health

Connected car

Key Finding
Unperceived Data Traffic 
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VR technologies bring us to a virtual world. VR devices with satisfactory experience include Oculus Rift DK2, 

Sony Project Morpheus, and Samsung Gear VR. Head-mounted VR devices are classified into VR glasses 

(connected to smartphones), VR helmets (connected to PCs), and all-in-one headsets (independently 

used). Currently, VR headsets connected to PCs are welcomed by video game enthusiasts. Huawei holds that all-

in-one mobile VR headsets designed for mass consumption will become the mainstream. They can better serve 

the virtual reality while having resolved technical problems that cannot be addressed on smartphones. 

VR contents have been downloaded to smartphones or PCs, instead of being retrieved from the server after 

a view switch. Therefore, pipeline latency is not a core factor for motion to photo (MTP) latency. Due to 

underdeveloped shooting devices and video synthesis technologies, 4K (less than or equal to 4K and entry-level 

retina PPI requirements are not met) video sources will gain popularity in the first place. Improving computing 

capabilities of terminals is not a mainstream trend for VR development. By virtue of the increasingly fast mobile 

networks, computing can be conducted on the cloud, which directly delivers the computing results to terminals. 

1/2 Screen (Width/high=8:9) Panoramic VR video 
without resolution loss

70Mbps 

Panoramic 2D VR Video

~420Mbps ~840Mbps 

Key Finding
Giga World Making VR Everywhere

Researchers in Huawei mLab take Samsung Gear VR glasses (96O FOV) as an example. They simulate the effect 

of watching a video projected on a 1749-inch display when the watching distance reaches 20 m. In this 

case, the required entry-level retina PPI is 4.366. When you watch a 4K 2D panoramic video wearing a pair 

of Gear VR glasses, the video resolution experienced by each eye is 1108x1247 (3840x2160/6). In this case, 

the actual PPI is 0.954, which is only 21.9% of the entry-level retina PPI. The video experience approximates 

the experience of watching a 240p video displayed on a 6-inch display. To achieve entry-level retinal PPI 

(4.366), the required resolution reaches 5073x5707 for each eye, the required display resolution amounts to 

10146x5707, and the video source resolution must be 5073x5707x6x2. If the current coding mode of 4K VR 

video sources applies, the required bandwidth is about 840 Mbps. 

It takes times for high-definition recording technologies to emerge and mature. Therefore, 4K videos will be 
commonly used for VR services in the coming years. If online VR video on demand (VoD) is adopted, large 
bandwidth is a necessity. 1 Gps will accelerate the commercialization of high-quality VR services.
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